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 Welcome to the 2021 Seymour Police Department Annual Report. 

 I hope you will find useful information contained in this report.  I ask that if you have any ques-

tions about this report or any activities, please feel free to contact me and we can discuss them. 

 This past year has been a very busy and challenging year for the Police Department.  As the city 

grows so does the Department.  With the support of the City Common Council, two new officer positions 

were approved.  We hired seven new police officers in 2021.  The Department also hired six new dis-

patchers in 2021.  In coordination with the Seymour School Corporation, we added a third School Re-

source Officer.  Department Officers participated in more than 5120 hours of training in 2021.  

 I want to take this opportunity to highlight some of the involvement that Seymour Police Officers 

have participated in this year.  They are in no specific order: 

Cops and Kids Christmas Shopping 

D.A.R.E Jeep Rally 

Oktoberfest 2021 

FOP Car Show 

Firearms Public Safety Courses 

Indiana Special Olympics 

Project Lifesaver-GPS monitoring system for Autism and Alzheimer patients.  Currently, there are 28 

people being monitored, 26 in Jackson County and 2 in Jennings County. 

 I am sure there are other programs that I have missed, but we are actively involved in supporting 

and raising our community to a higher standard. 

 In closing, I want to take this opportunity to THANK all the Seymour Common Council Members 

and Board of Public Works and Safety members for their continued support. 

 

       Respectfully, 

              

       Chief Bryant Lucas 

SEYMOUR POLICE DEPARTMENT 

205 N Ewing Street, Seymour, IN 47274 

Main: (812) 522-1234  Records: (812) 522-5131 



SEYMOUR POLICE DEPARTMENT MISSION STATEMENT 

 

The mission of the Seymour Police Department is to create a safe environment for all resi-

dents and visitors to the City of Seymour. This will be achieved with respectful fair and im-

partial policing, combined with strong community engagement and partnerships. 

SEYMOUR POLICE DEPARTMENT ORGANINZATIONAL CHART 



ADMINISTATIVE  

The department saw no retirements in 2021, but Officers Devlin McMindes and 

Jessiah Watts resigned from the department. The department added new officers Stuart 

Bryan, Kayla Griffin, Anthony Desender, Samuel Hughes, Davis Huynh, Justin Hammond, 

and Austin Peelman. The department added new dispatchers Connor Hignite, James 

Couch, Alyshea Dugan, Matthew Fourman, Danna Drees, and Nicole Bicknell.  Officer 

John Armstrong and Officer Blake McCrary were promoted to Corporal.  

The department continued to use the vehicle replacement schedule that was im-

plemented in 2020, with the purchase of 5 new vehicles. The department vehicles are 

100% maintained by the Department of Public Works. DPW was able to bulk purchase 

parts, saving the department money. Lieutenant Brandon White was able to procure 

tires at below state qpa pricing, saving the city money.  



 

 The department purchased all new in-car video cameras for all patrol vehicles. The new 

cameras have the capability to automatically download to the department server, when the 

patrol vehicle near the police department. The cameras were purchased from Coban who is 

also supplies the body worn cameras. Using Coban for both body cameras and in-car cameras, 

the videos can be synched together, when reviewing incidents.  

 The department purchased all new shotguns for the patrol vehicles.  The department 

last replaced the shotguns in 1999 and some of the shotguns had been removed from service 

do to malfunctions. The department also updated the department handguns with a reflex 

sight.  

 Seymour Police Department responded to 15,137 incidents in 2021. Cases cleared by 

arrested totaled 1,141. The total number of traffic accidents in 2021 numbered 892 compared 

to 747 in 2020. There were no fatal accidents in the city limits in 2021. There were 85 person-

al injury accidents and 807 property damage accidents. Officers issued 815 traffic citations 

and 224 warnings in 2021.  

 Officers worked 76,859 man-hours, including 5,223 training hours. The Department’s 

roster maintains 45 officers, 2 reserve officers, 14 communication officers, 4 clerical staff 

members, 1 parking attendant (also works as clerical staff),  1 animal control officer, 1 part-

time IT staff member, and 1 janitor.  

 Animal Control Officer investigated 732 calls in 2021. Total animal problems investigat-

ed numbered 910.  

 There were 322 handgun permits issued in 2021, compared to 434 in 2020. The State of 

Indiana made all handgun permits free in 2021.  



OPERATIONS 

Community Events/Outreach 

 Indiana Special Olympics 

 Seymour Schools Elementary Child Safety Program 

 Seymour Farmer’s Market “Trunk or Treat” 

 Seymour Mainstreet Halloween 

 Cops and Kids Christmas Shopping 

 Seymour Crossing Parade 

 Kids K-9 events 

 “End of Summer Escape” (Shields Park) 

 “Popcorn and Chill with Cops” (SPD) 

 Elementary School “Walk for Life” event 

 FOP Car Show 

 Dare Jeep Adventure Rally 

 Firearms Public Safety Courses  

 Project Lifesaver- GPS monitoring of Autism and Alzheimer patients.  

 Seymour High School Student Career Day  

 Santa’s Holiday Tour 
 Jackson County 4H Goat Milking 
 Oktoberfest 



Special Events 

 In 2021, the Seymour Police Department received 15 Special Requests from the City of 

Seymour Board of Works and Safety requesting assistance and additional manpower for com-

munity events. SPD officers assisted with events such as the Seymour Oktoberfest, Midnight 

5K Run, Boys and Girls Club Youth Triathlon, Leadership Jackson Co. 5/10K Walk-Run, Cars & 

Guitars, Parkapalooza, and READ Jackson County. 5K. 

 During 2021, SPD also provided site security at several locations in Seymour, to include 

Valeo Sylvania, Walmart (Store and Distribution Center), Emmanuel Christian Church, and 

Celebrations, which required additional manpower.  

DARE Program 

 The Seymour Police Department currently has 3 certified DARE officers, who teach the 

DARE program to 19 separate 5th grade classes, approximately 500 students, at 7 elementary 

schools. Unfortunately, as a result of circumstances and restrictions resulting from the COVID-

19 virus, several of the DARE events normally implemented during the course of the program 

could not be conducted. In 2021 DARE Officers also held the 2nd annual Jeep Adventure Rally, 

a 1-day community event to raise funds for the program. The event involved a 100-mile 

course, which included both road and off-road trail challenges. The rally raised over $7800 for 

the DARE  Program, included over 600 participates, and 234 Jeeps.  



Special Details/Operations 

Elementary School Safety Program- For the past 7 years the Seymour Police Department and 

school social workers in the Seymour Elementary Schools have conducted a school safety pro-

gram. This program focuses on providing kids with information and resources to develop an 

awareness of the many potential dangers they face as children, and how to take measures to 

keep themselves safe. Each grade level has a specific course of instruction/presentation, 

which compliments and builds on the previous year’s curriculum. The program covers a wide 

array of subjects from “Stranger Danger” to “Internet Predators”. Each year, Captain Munson 

teaches more than 70 individual classes and presented this program to more than 2000 ele-

mentary students in 2021.  

School Patrol - From August 5th – August 20th, Monday-Friday, 7:30AM-9:30AM & 2:30PM-

4:30PM. This detail involved 2 additional patrol officers, as well as the Patrol Captain and Lieu-

tenant, in uniforms and marked patrol vehicles, tasked with the responsibility of providing a 

greater presence in the areas of the Seymour schools. Along with available regular shift units, 

these officers provided traffic control, traffic violation deterrent, site security/safety, and as-

sisted in organizing and implementing effective routines for drop off and pick up at each of 

the schools.  Officers conducted random walk throughs at each of the schools, providing a 

presence to deter criminal activity, and provide an extra sense of security. It should be noted 

that regular school patrols, and school walk throughs, are conducted throughout the week for 

the entirety of the school year. SPD continues to receive a tremendous amount of positive 

feedback and praise from the community and school staff, noting our regular presence and 

active involvement with the schools have made for a safer environment and a smoother more 

efficient process of dropping off and retrieving children from school.  

Holiday Patrol - From November 26th- December 20th, every Friday-Sunday, 6-8 hours per day. 

The Holiday Patrol involves 2 additional patrol officers, in uniforms and marked patrol vehi-

cles, tasked with the responsibility of providing a greater presence in commercial areas, as 

well as neighborhoods, to deter criminal activities commonly associated with the holiday sea-

son, to include shoplifting, vehicle thefts/break-ins, porch package thefts, burglaries, as well 

traffic accidents.  SPD implemented this program in 2020, which resulted in a 60% decrease in 

Thefts and a 50% decrease in burglaries when compared to the same timeframe in 2019. In 

2021 we continued to see great success with the Holiday Patrol detail, with Thefts decreasing 

40% compared to 2020, and 0 burglaries reported in that time frame. There were also notable 

incidents which involved officers working Holiday Patrol that helped members of the commu-

nity by providing needed assistance unrelated to criminal activities.  



Radar Speed Signs – SPD continues to utilize the 3 Radar Speed Signs, acquired in 2020, with 

great success. The radar signs detect and display the speed a vehicle is traveling, have not only 

been an effective tool for deterring traffic violations, but also in developing enforcement plans 

based on data downloaded from the devices. They are also an excellent resource for identify-

ing traffic patterns and problem areas on Seymour roadways.  Although these signs are traffic 

calming devices designed to slow speeders down by alerting drivers of their speed, and 

providing safer roadways in the community, they also record and store information regarding 

times of the day the roadway is most heavily traffic, the average speed at specific times of the 

day, and thus what time of the day most violations occur. The radar signs are portable and can 

be easily moved from one location to another, based on the needs of the community.  The use 

of these devices has resulted in a decrease in complaints of traffic violations, a decrease in ve-

hicle accidents, and noticeable reductions in speed, in the areas they have been utilized.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

School Resource Officers 

 In 2021 the Seymour Police Department added an additional full-time officer assigned 

to the Seymour Public Schools. We currently have 3 Seymour Police Officers assigned to work 

in the Seymour Schools to mentor students, conduct class presentations on safety, and pro-

vide security for students and staff. Officer Chadd Rogers is assigned to the Seymour High 

School, Officer Jason Wynn is assigned to the Seymour Middle School, and our recently added 

Resource Officer Jeremy Helmsing is assigned to the elementary schools.  



K9 Program 

 The Seymour Police Department K-9 unit is currently being revamped to improve the 

effectiveness of the program and provide a better service to the community. The SPD K-9 pro-

gram is no longer utilizing multipurpose dogs, which are trained to bite and apprehend crimi-

nals. This is a trend we have observed to be taking effect in US law enforcement, especially in 

smaller communities. Because the multipurpose dogs are trained in a multitude of different 

skill sets, they rarely if ever become highly effective at any one skill. In addition, multipurpose 

patrol dogs are by nature aggressive, trained to apprehend and bite, which makes them an 

unnecessary danger to the community and a substantial liability. Moving forward, our pro-

gram will consist of single-purpose patrol detection dogs, that are trained for narcotics detec-

tion and tracking, and no aggression. The single-purpose patrol detection dogs are also signifi-

cantly more cost effective to train and maintain in comparison with multipurpose dogs. Based 

on the needs of the community, and the goals/objectives of the SPD K-9 unit, we feel the sin-

gle-purpose patrol detection dogs will provide us with the right tools to meet and exceed ex-

pectations for the program. The K-9 unit will be comprised of 2 Officers/Handlers and 2 dogs, 

working designated shift rotations that will provide the greatest opportunity to be effective. 

Sgt. Brian Moore, who is a very experienced and knowledgeable K-9 handler and officer, will 

lead and supervise the SPD K9 unit.  In 2021 K-9 Delilah joined the unit. We are currently in 

the process of adding another officer/handler to the program and acquiring an additional dog.  



Project Lifesaver 

 

During the 2021 calendar year, the Seymour Police Department added 6 new clients to 

the Project Lifesaver program. The total number of clients registered with the Seymour Police 

Department’s Project Lifesaver program is now at 28 clients. Officers, who are trained in this 

program, completed a total of 119 visitations. Cpl. Jason Wynn attended the Project Lifesaver 

Conference to recieve additional training, including operating the most current equipment, 

identifying individuals who may have a cognitive disorder and methods of dealing with sub-

jects who have cognitive disorders. Cpl. Jason Wynn and Officer Chadd Rogers, both instruc-

tors in the Project Lifesaver program, trained 5 additional Seymour Police Officers in the Pro-

ject Lifesaver program. This training included 3 four-hour blocks of training which certified 

these officers in utilizing the Project Lifesaver equipment.  



Buildings and Grounds 

 

 The Station seemed much brighter in the Seymour Police Department with the instal-

lation of new LED lighting. All fluorescent light fixtures were exchanged with new LED 

lighting. By doing so, decreased the number of kilowatts used by the Seymour Police De-

partment.    

 The squad room kitchen and the detective office kitchen 

were both remodeled with new cabinetry. The squad room 

kitchen was also equipped with four new lockable cabinets for 

each shift, a new range and microwave, and a new dishwasher.  

 With COVID 

still being the main 

health issue in our 

community, a 

washing machine 

and clothes dryer 

were installed in 

the sallyport. This would  allow officers, if they happen to become contaminated by hazard-

ous materials or bodily waste, to immediately wash their uniforms reducing the risk of their 

families being exposed. 

 A commercial ice maker was also installed in the sallyport area. This has been used to 

assist with community functions such as providing ice for Seymour Police Officers to         

distribute Sno-Cones at several events throughout the year.  The ice can also be used during 

times of a natural disaster (I.e., flood of 2008) as 

the Seymour Police Department is powered by a 

backup generator.  

 The tile floor on the first floor of the Seymour 

Police Department was in much need of mainte-

nance. The tile floor was stripped and waxed. A 

Karcher floor scrubber was purchased to better 

maintain the tile flooring. Also, the hard plastic cast-

ers on the squad room chairs were exchanged for 

rubber casters which prevent marring on the tile 



 

Buildings and Grounds Cont. 

 

 The chairs, brought from the existing station in 2007, used in the training room were 

becoming worn and some were broken. With this room used by outside agencies as well, new 

folding chairs with folding armrests were  purchased for the training room. This allows officers 

the option of raising the armrests to accommodate them better while wearing their gun belt.  



SWAT 

 The Seymour Police Department SWAT team is comprised of officers from the Seymour 

Police Department, Jackson County Sheriff's Office, and the Brownstown Police Department. 

Through a collaborative effort, the Seymour Police Department SWAT Team is not only able to 

protect the citizens of Seymour, but also the entire Jackson County community.  

 The Seymour Police Department SWAT Team responded to 2 callouts during 2021. One 

instance involved serving a search warrant for Seymour Police Department Narcotics             

Detectives. The other callout was a barricaded subject who fired a firearm at law enforcement 

officers. Both missions resulted in the apprehension of the suspects without any      injury to 

the suspects or law enforcement officers.  

 In 2021, SWAT Officers trained a total of 260 hours. This training included firearms     

manipulation, room-clearing procedures, building entries, familiarization with floorplans of 

every school in Jackson County, low light conditions, physical  fitness, less-lethal munitions, 

and other tactics. 



Communications Center 

The Seymour Police Department Communications Center is made up of 13 dispatchers 

and 1 dispatch supervisor. During the year 2021, the Seymour Police Department Communica-

tions Center ran a total of 262,065 transactions through IDACS/NCIC. This number of transac-

tions included but are not limited to, 3,844 Interstate Identification Index (III) reports, 34,590 

license plate inquiries, 37,954 driver’s license inquiries, and 348 serial number verifications on 

firearms. The Seymour Police Department Communications Center received 7518 911 calls in 

2021. 

Throughout 2021, based on the top 100 most common calls that officers respond to, 

the response time from when a call was generated to the time that an officer arrived on the 

scene was 5 minutes 1 second. This average comes from a volume of 12,736 calls. Of the high 

priority calls (battery, family disturbance, overdoses, personal injury crashes), the average re-

sponse time was 2 minutes 45 seconds. 

Dispatchers attended 260 training hours throughout 2021. 

To combat the need for overtime, the dispatch schedule was changed from eight-hour 

shifts to twelve-hour shifts. By switching to the twelve-hour schedule, greatly reduced the 

number of overtime shifts that needed to be filled. The new twelve-hour schedule mirrors the 

patrol officer’s schedule and allows the dispatchers to have every other weekend off instead 

of one weekend off every six weeks as was with the eight-hour schedule.  

Working in collaboration with Louisville Indiana Railroad and CSX Railroad, the Seymour Police 

Department received two new tower cameras to cover the majority of the City of Seymour. 

These cameras are viewed by dispatchers and assist responding officers with real-time infor-

mation. These cameras were purchased by CSX Railroad for the amount of $7,158.92.               



 

Communications Center Continued 

A new lightning suppression system was installed on the radio tower. If a lightning strike 

should happen, as it has done three times in the past, this new suppression system will divert 

the electrical charge into the ground instead of through the electrical system of the Seymour 

Police Department. This will protect the phone, electrical, and computer systems from being 

damaged and losing sensitive information. This too was funded by CSX Railroad and had a   

total cost of $19,206.25. 

 The Jackson County 911 Board approved to update the Seymour Police Department’s 

phone recording system in 2021. The new upgraded phone system contains cloud-based stor-

age and geospatial location services. As mentioned previously, this was purchased by the Jack-

son County 911 Board for the cost of $25,245.  The Jackson County 911 Board also replaced all 

6 radio consolettes in dispatch, for a total cost of $46,003. 

 



Investigations 

 

 The Seymour Police Department Investigations Division consists of a total of 6 investiga-

tors. Of these 6 investigators, 4 are general investigators, 1 is a narcotic investigator, and 1 is 

an investigator assigned to the Drug Enforcement Administration as a Task Force Officer. By 

maintaining this relationship with the Drug Enforcement Administration, it allows the Sey-

mour Police Department to have access to assets including additional manpower, surveillance 

resources, and aircraft. 

 In 2021, 500 cases were investigated by Seymour Police Department investigators. Out 

of the 500 cases, 78 cases resulted in one or more custodial arrests. 58 cases were filed with 

the Jackson County Prosecutor’s Office requesting charges against the offender(s).  

 335 evidentiary items were submitted to the Indiana State Police Crime Laboratory for 

examination. 95 toxicology kits were submitted to the Department of Toxicology for analysis.  

 Three investigators are certified Crime Scene Technicians. These investigators respond 

to the major crime scene and painstakingly collect and process physical evidence.  

One investigator is certified in Voice Stress Test Analysis. This investigator is also certi-

fied in hostage negotiations.   

Throughout 2021, investigators conducted many interviews, background checks for new 

hires, wrote and served many search warrants for residences, vehicles, persons, DNA, finan-

cial records, phone records, fingerprints, and social media accounts. Investigators also ob-

tained numerous subpoenas for financial records, phone records, and subscriber information.  

The narcotics investigator made 30 controlled buys which resulted in 41 arrests. Drug-

related items seized by this investigator throughout 2021 include 1,577.05 grams of metham-

phetamine, 176.90 grams of Heroin/Fentanyl, 737.10 grams of Marijuana, 5 Suboxone tablets, 

37 grams of Oxycodone tablets, and 40 grams of Psychedelic mushrooms. This officer also as-

sisted other agencies with the arrests of 31 suspects, confiscation of 2,712.50 grams of meth-

amphetamine, 518.20 grams of Heroin/Fentanyl, and 226 grams of Cocaine.   



 

Investigations Continued 

 

The investigator, assigned as a Task Force Officer with the Drug Enforcement                

Administration, seized locally 2,712.50 grams of methamphetamine, 1,183 grams of Fentanyl, 

226 grams of cocaine, and 8 firearms, in 2021. This investigator also took part in seizing 

$5,700,562.00 in US currency throughout 2021. The Seymour Police Department received 

funding from the Federal Government towards $19,180 in salary reimbursement, $17,000   

towards narcotic purchases, and $3,500 in electronic equipment used for surveillance pur-

poses.  The Drug Enforcement Administration supplied a surveillance van for 65 days, a plane 

for 15 days, and provided 2767 hours of manpower to assist with drug enforcement in the  

Seymour area in 2021.  

With technology constantly evolving, investigators continue to train and remain up to 

date on the most recent investigation techniques. In 2021, investigators attended 80 hours of 

training in crime scene investigations, 16 hours in forensic pathology, 24 hours in fingerprint 

development and recovery, 30 hours in Certified Voice Stress Analysis, 16 hours of motorcycle 

gang recognition, and 40 hours of drug interdiction.  



Animal Control 

 The Seymour Police Department Animal Control Officer responded to 732 animal calls 

in the City of Seymour. A new animal control vehicle was purchased in 2021. Replacing the      

previous Animal Control vehicle, the new vehicle allows the animals to be kept separate from 

the officer during transport. This is great as the Animal Control Officer is often transports 

skunks or other smelly critters.  



TRAINING 

 The Seymour Police Department upstairs Training Room was used for: 40 Hour Pre-

Basic Course, STOPS Class, FOP Meetings, Monthly Supervisor Meetings, Annual Police Pen-

sion Meeting, LEPC Meeting, New Dispatcher Training, Sig P320 Armorer Course, Sig P365 Ar-

morer Course, First Line Supervisor Course, Public Safety Telecommunicator Class, Cub Scouts 

Tour/Talk, Fire Arms Training Simulator (F.A.T.S. Machine) Training, RDC Meetings, City Council 

Meetings, BZA Meetings, Board of Works Meetings, Plan Commission Meetings, Leadership 

Jackson County Meeting, Infant Safe Sleep and Family Engagement Training, IDACS Coordina-

tor Class, Prosecutor Update, Jackson County United Way, Seymour Police Department New 

Hire Written Test, Strategies and Tactics of Patrol (STOPS) Instructor Course, Field Training 

Officer School, Mass Casualty Command Training, NARCAN Training, Indiana Criminal Justice 

Institute Regional Meeting, SoToxa (Mobile Drug Test System) Training, Advanced Roadside 

Impaired Driving Enforcement (ARIDE) Class, District  8 Coalition Meeting.  

Added 2 New Emergency Vehicle Operator (EVO) Instructors bringing our total to 3. 

Added 1 New Firearms Instructor bringing our total to 4. 

Added 2 Additional Crisis Negotiators bringing our total to 3. 

4 Officers attended and graduated the Indiana Law Enforcement Academy 

 All Supervisors from the rank of Corporal on up and all Field Training Officers took an 8-

hour Leadership Course. 

 Seymour Police Officers completed over 5223 hours of training which is an average of 

113.54 hours per officer. 

 With funding through the Indiana Criminal Justice Institute from the 2022 Comprehen-

sive Highway Injury Reduction Program (CHIRP),  the Seymour Police Department along with 

the Jackson County Sheriff’s Department, Brownstown, Police Department and the Croth-

ersville Police Department have formed the Seymour Traffic Safety Partnership.  With this 

grant the departments in this Traffic Safety Partnership with be able to get overtime reim-

bursement for special traffic safety blitzes like Click It to Live IT (CITLI), Driving Under the Influ-

ence Taskforce (DUITF), Summer Impaired Driving Enforcement Project (SDEP), Operation Belt

-UP (OBU), and other programs like these.  Also, through the Indiana Criminal Justice Institute 

we were given a SoToxa Machine (Mobile Drug Test System) to help Officer detect Drug Im-

paired Drivers, additional Portable Breath Instruments, and additional LIDAR’s to give another 

tool to help reduce speeding vehicle.   



Commendations and Awards 

 

Service Stars—Assistant Chief Greg O’Brien received his 5 star pin for 25 years of service. 

       Detective Michael Henley received his 4 star pin for 20 years of service. 

       Sergeant Brian Moore received his 4 star pin for 20 years of service. 

       Detective Michael Payne received his 2 star pin for 10 years of service. 

       Detective Mathew Carver received his 2 star pin for 10 years of service. 

       Officer Jeremy Helmsing received his 1 star pin for 5 years of service.  

 

Squad Awards— Officer Timothy Toborg, Officer Cody Teltow, Officer Joshua Daniel, and 

Officer Christopher Cooper each received the Squad Officer of the Year award, for there re-

spected squad. The squad award is selected by the shift supervisor of each shift.  

 

Detective of the Year— Detective Michael Payne was awarded the Detective of the Year, for 

going above and beyond.  

 

Dispatcher of the Year— Dispatcher Jenny Hammond was awarded the Dispatcher of the Year 

award for going above and beyond. Dispatcher Hammond trained new dispatchers and re-

freshed the entire training program for Dispatch. 

 

Supervisor of the Year— Sergeant Brian Moore was awarded the Supervisor of the Year 

award, for going above and beyond. Sergeant Moore has many responsibilities to supervisor 

his shift, but continues to be a Field Training Officer for new officers. 

 

Officer of the Year— Officer Timothy Toborg was awarded the Officer of the Year award. 

Officer Toborg spent many hours on his off-time, to construct the Jeep Rally course at Free-

man Field. Officer Toborg made the Jeep Rally the success it has become.  
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